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SUMMARY
Pre-processors developed by AMA, Inc. to utilize and evaluate the
relative performance of the NASA Space Shuttle tri-redundant Inertial
Measurement Unit are documented in this report. Also, post-flight STS-1
results are presented. The flight results (Section II) show that the relative
IMU performance throughout the entire entry flight was within the expected
accuracy. Comparisons are presented which show differences in the accum-
ulated sensed velocity changes as measured by the tri-redundant IMUs (in
Mean Equator and Equinox of 1950. 0), differences in the equivalent "inertial"
Euler angles as measured with respect to the 1V150 systeir•, and finally, pre-
liminary instrument calibrations determined relative to the ensemble average
measurement set. Also, differences in the derived body axes rates and
accelerations are presented. Because of the excellent performance of the
IMUs during the STS-1 entry,the selection as to which particular IMU would
best serve as the dynamic data source for entry reconstruction is arbitrary.
Software functional descriptions, utilization, and sample job control
language are presented as Section III. Attached as Appendices A, B, C and
D are listings for PRETM, PREVEL, ABSATT and CALIBRT, respectively.
These programs represent first level pre-processors necessary to edit the
INIU data and permit selection of the best set of dynamic data to utilize for
state prediction in the entry trajectory reconstruction process. PRETM
edits the telemetry data and generates a differentiable file for PREIMU, the
cubic spline processor. PREVEL and ABSATT generate plots for acceler-
ometer and gyro performance comparisons. CALIBIRT determines preliminary
IMU instrument calibration parameters which include accelerometer biases,
accelerometer scale factors, fixed and drifting misalignments.
I. Introduction
The measurements from the tri -redundant IMUs aboard the Space
Shuttle, primary for navigation and flight control, offer considerable benefit
for post-flight entry reconstruction and flight path analysis. The redundancy
of measurements enhances the potential for obtaining contiguous data through-
out the entire entry flight. Further, though time-homogenous measurements
are limited to approximately 1 Hz, the data rate has been shown sufficient
(Ref. 1) to utilize these data as a dynamic data source (angular rates and
accelerations) for state prediction in the deterministic integration algorithm.
Pre-processors have been developed to utilize these data to provide "equivalent"
:3^rapped-down measurements to satisfy the requirements of the entry trajectory
estimation software (Ref. 2). Finally, these measurements potentially provide
for an in situ calibration bench for the alternate dynamic data source, the
Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package (ACIP). For the latter purpose
it should be recognized that the IMU data rate can be a limiting factor.
Before proceeding with any entry trajectory reconstruction activities, a
selection process is required to determine the "best" dynamic data set for
siich purpose. Relative performance of the IMUs must be evaluated and, since
some instrument calibrations may be required, some measure of the expected
level of such calibrations needs be determined. In this report, relative com-
parisons, preliminary calibrations, and software itilities to enable data editing
and generate said results with the IMU measurements are presented.
H. STS-1 Post-flight results
II.1 Accelerometer comparisons
Accelerometer performance of the tri-redundant IMUs can most
readily be made in the fundamental reference frame, M50. However, one
cannot completely uncouple gyro accuracies from such analysis since actual
platform measurements are rotated to the M50 frame on-board usir. g fixed
REFSMAT matrices which relate each platform to the inertial system (this
assumes perfect knowledge of the platform orientation). As such, imbedded
in such comparisons are initial misalignment and both fixed as well as g-
sensitive gyro drifts.
In this evaluation, each velocity counter was rebalanced (gulled) at the
initial epoch assumed, namely, t = 17 h42m30. 0 (63750 sec) on DCY 104.
Comparisons were made thereafter directly in the accumulated sensed M50
components for the respective IMUs. Also, various combinations of IMU
measurements were formed, e.g., averages and mid-value selects. Total
magnitude velocity comparisons were also made. Results are presented as
figures 1-4, inclusive. Figures 1 through 3 show M50 X, Y, Z component
differences. Each figure is ordered to show IMU1 comparisons versus
IMU2, IMU3, the average component and the mid-value measurement. The
remaining differences for IMU2 and IMU3 are included to complete each
plot. Computed statistics, i. e. , means and standard deviations, for each
difference are designated thereon. Component differences of as much as
30 fps can be seen in the X direction (viz., IMU2 - IMU3), 30 fps in the Y
direction (viz., IMU1 - mid-value), and 50 fps in the Z direction (viz., IMU1 -
IMU2). Magnitude comparisons (Fig. 4) show that the total sensed change per
IMU differs by, at most, 3 fps. This seemingly indicates that accelerometer
scale factors for each of the IMUs were nearly perfect since magnitude differ-
ences are considerably smaller than component differences. However, with
this information alone one cannot ascertain the extent of the contribution to
the component differences from either fixed or drifting misalignments.
,a
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The following table indicates the percentage of occurrences eaoh IMU
was selected as the mid-value throughout the entire entry time frame.
IMU
Component	 1 2 3
X	 43.1% 22.4% 34.5%
Y	 5.8% 61.5% 32.7%
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Fig. 1 VX(M50) Comparisons
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Fig. 4 Velocity magnitude comparisons
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II.2 Gyro Comparisons
Gyro performance can be independently evaluated by comparing absolute
attitude differences as suggested by the three independent systems. The ab-
solute attitude differences were formulated by deriving equivalent Euler angles
which describe the spacecraft orientation with respect to the inertial M50
system. Keeping in mind that each IMIJ outputs quaternions which define plat-
form to outer roll orientation, two fixed transformations, outer roll to Nav
base and Nav base to body, combined with the appropriate REFSMAT, define
the total transformation between the body and inertial frames. The Fuler angles
can then be computed from the direction cosineE. For this analysis, an ordered
Eulerian rotational sequence (-'L, -Y, -X) was assumed. The angles are de-
fined herein as it , e, and 0.
Differences in 4r , e, and 0 for the various IMUs are presented as
Figures 5-7, respectively. Again, all IMUI comparisons are plotted first
and the remaining differences for IM%J2 and IMU3 are shown. Differences
versus averages  and mid-values are also included. For the most part, all
differences are well within 0 1 (though much gruiter than the irdicated rc;solver
noise) throughout the entire entry :light. Maximum differences :Are seen to be
0^1? for 1}i+ (viz., IMU2 - IMU3), 0?14 for a "viz. , IMU2-I:V, -J, ynd 0?17 for
0 (viz. , IMU1 - IMU2). Associated statistics for each plot are as shown.
Percentage occurrences for which each IMU was selected as the mid-value
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II.3 Derived Body Axis Comparisons
The results of the previous two sub-sections showed comparisons
between the three IMUs in a common reference (M50) though the Euler
angle data were derived relative to same. Use of the IMU in the entry
reconstruction process requires equivalent body axis data for the "strapped-
down" deterministic integration formulation. Methods incorporated to enable
such derived body axis information using IMU measurements are discussed
in Ref. 1. In summary, cubic spline methods are incorporated which fit the
measured E AVM50 from any of the IMUs. Differentiation yields an accel-
eration profile which can be expressed in the platform axis and thus, space-
craft linear accelerations in the body axes. Also, an equivalent Euler angle
set is determined from the platform to outer roll gimbal quaternions (as
measured) and the two fixed transformations which relate outer roll to the
spacecraft body axis. Similarly, these Euler angles are cubic spline fit and
differentiated to yield Euler angle rates. These rates are used to determine
spacecraft rates.
Using the above formulation, body axes data were derived. These data
were generated at the nominal IMU down-list rate (-1 Hz). Figures 8, 9, and
10 show derived body axis differences between IMU1 and IMU2, IMU1 and
IMU3, and IMU2 and IMU3, respectively. Angular rate and linear acceleration
differences are plotted. Computed mean differences and standard deviations
are indicated thereon for each body axis component. No major differences are
indicated. The largest mean error in any angular rate component is 7E-5 deg/
sec, i. e., 0.25 deg/hr, which though small, is essentially an order of magni-
tude larger than the expected value based on instrument specifications. The
largest mean error in any of the linear acceleration components is — 0.006
ft/sec 2 or — 190 µ g's. The specified accuracy is on the order of 50;4 g's.
It is noted that differences in derived body axis quantities cannot (and should not)
be compared versus expected platform accuracies, Considerable processing
is required to obtain body axis data which can distort one's perspective as to
IMU performance. However, the entry reconstruction software utilizes the
-18-
IMU data in the "strapped down" state prediction algorithm. Therefore body
axis differences as presented in this Section are quite relevant and, most
probably, represent the magnitude of calibrations one would expect from
formal estimates in ENTREE eventhough such calibrations are modelled in
the platform frame. A truer representallion of STS-1 IMU accuracies is
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Certainly some instrument calibrations are to be expected. Turing
the entry reconstruction process it is most probably required to determine
some calibrations for the IMUs by including certain terms as solution par-
ameters in the estimation algorithms. However, using the accumulated M50
sensed velocity changes it is possible to define preliminary coefficients which
can s«ve to either assist in selection of a particular parameter of importance
or scope the extent of any required calibrations. It must be noted however that
such determinations of preliminary calibrations are somewhat arbitrary since
they must be based on an a:.sumpticn as to which IMU, or combinations thereof,
best represent the truth. *!bus, any formally determined instrument calibrations
in the more rigorous entry reconstruction process, i.e., during ENTREE pro-
cessing, may well disagree with such preliminary estimates of instrument per-
formance. In truth, ENTREE-determined instrum-sot pararr,eters could be
allased by other unknown, unmodelled effects and represent equivalent calibra-
tiorw & r the particular data processing arc utilized. However, the magnitud
of the ENTREE-derived calibrations can be tested for reasonableness by com-
paring wit` , the preliminary values (the stability of the ENTREE, estimates can
be indicated by the corresponding formal uncertainty suggested therein but, in
actuality, must be determined from the usual complement of estimation results
for various data arcs and solution parameters incorporated). Farther, the pre-
liminary calibrations can provide insight as to which instrument parameters
should be included in the expanded ENTREL est?.nation parameter list, though
again, the accuracy with which the particular selected parameter is determinable
resides within ENTREE.
Even with the preceding "qualifyi " remarks, it is useful to determine
preliminary instrun cut callf rations. The error model incorporated is as fol-
lows (Note the assumption that there are three independent gyros per platform






















	 R	 is the REFSMAT matrix,
N
VM50 is the selected observation vector (3 vector),
si	scale factor coefficients, nominally 1.0
bi
	accelerometer bias terms, nominally 0.0
and	 bi	 total misalignment about the respective sub-scripted
axes comprised of a fixed and drifting component, I. e. ,
b i = 8 1 +6 R - t0).
0
No g-sensitive drift terms were incorporated.
'ihcrc are twelve(12) parameters per IMU in the adopted model. The	 +
selected observable is chosen from one of eight potential VM50 triplets. These
eight. (8) represent individual IMU measurements (3), average measurements
of any two (3), ensemble average measurements (1), and mid-value selected
measurements (1). The selected triplet is expanded as a nine(9) vector obser-
vable which corresponds to, equivalently, what each of the three IMUs would
have measured assuming the selected VM50 triplet were exact. The expansion
is nominally done using the individual REFSMAT matrices. Instrument cali-
brations are determined, therefore, to minimize the sum-of-squares of the
observation residuals in the platform axes. A weighted least squares filter is
utilized.
11I.4.2 Results
Preliminary IMU calibrations are presented in Table I. All eight
VM50 set of observables were selected for these determinations. Units utilized on
Table I have been converted to those more commonly used by IMU investigators.
-24-
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star tracker alignment on-orbit)
accelerometer scale factor
g-sensitive gyro drift
Shown on Table I are accelerometer scale factors, accelerometer biases,
Initial misalignments, end fixed drifts determined for each IMU based or, the
eight potential fiducial referem,". Null determim,tions for each IMU when that
particular IMU was chosen for calibrations are seen thereon. Table H shows
a measure of the fit to the selected observables in terms of pre-and post --cal
means and Q's.
It can be seen in Table I that the outlic_ s, for the most part, in each
determination are obtained when the mid-value V M50 observables were selected.
Table 11 suggests that the fits to this measurement set are not as good, viz. , the
irst-sal O's. This is an expected result since the nature of such an observable
is quite unique. Over some of the interval a particular IMU is exactly the mid-
value measurement which would imply null corrections. Throughout the remainder
of the interval pre-cal residuals exist which require calibrations that are to the
contrary.
Generally speaking, again referring to Table I, the determined acceler-
ometer biases are l--ss than j the expected level. FLrther, neglecting deiermim-
tions cast versus the mid-value measurements, scale factors are, at most, 1.2
f
	 times the specified level. Initial misalignments do exhibit larger than expected
j	 values (as much as 4 to 5 times greater) though many determinations are less
than 1 Cr . For the most part, the fixed drift terms do exceed the specified level.
The simple model adopted herein would, however, absorb g-sensitive drifts in
both the initial alignment and fixed drift parameters.
Four columns of Table I are composite determinations from he ensemble
values presented in the first eight (8) columns. Mean calibrations and 1pvar-
iations of same are presented for all eight sets. In two of these colum-na
-25-
are sin_ilar composite determinations neglecting the mic:-value determinations.
Both sets of composite determinations show accelerometer biases less than
10p g ( ± 7) which compares to the actual flight expectation since on-board cal-
ibrations were performed prior to the STS-1 re-entry. Again, neglecting the
mid-value contributions, scale-factor determinations are less than 1 or (f j c);
initial alignments are within 2 v (f 1.7 a). Even neglecting the mid-value
contributions, fixed drift terms are as much as 40 in the composite deter-
minations with f 2Q variations.
Residuals are presented as Figures 11, 12, 13 for IMU1, IMU2, and
IMU3, respectively, for the results based on the ensemble average VM50 obser-
vables. Uncalibrated (based on nominal instrument parameters) and calibrated 	
it
5
(based on updated instrument parameters) residuals are plotted. Mean and sigma
computed for each plot are shown thereon. There is still signal remaining in
the calibrated residuals which suggests the need to adopL additional model par- 	
e
ameters. As pointed out previously g-sensitive drift coefficients would be
potential candidates, particularly in view of the fact that the simpler model
(assuming fixed drift) yields coefficients which, on a relative basis, would
appear the most out of spec. Consideration for an expanded model, however,
must be weighted against the somewhat arbitrary observable selection (required)
from which any calibrations can be determined.
U.5 STS-1 IMU Performance Summary
Though these preliminary calibrations cannot be taken as absolutes it is
quite apparent that the IMU performance was essentially as expected. Selection
of the best IMU for post-flight entry reconstruction is somewhat arbitrary. No
real critical choice is suggested by the comparisons and calibrations presented
herein.
-26-
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Fig. 11 IMM residual plots
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Fig. 12 IMU2 residual plots
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Fig. 13 IMU3 residual plot
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III. 1.1 Functional description
PRETM (dee Appendix A for software listing) represents the first
level of IMU processing, the main function of which is to generate an edited
file of tri-redundant IMU quaternion and 0 VM50 measurements for processing
in the PREIMU routine (Ref. 1) (1) Editing is required to eliminate blunder
points to assure the input file for PREIMU is differentiable. Data gap detec-
tion is also performed.
Editing performed is basically first difference comparisons of successive
components to assure that such differences are within a specified input tolerance.
Further, the quaterniow are tested for orthonormality. Finally, selected data
not otherwise identified as bad by simple first difference tests can be rejected
by user input. Also, to insure differentiability, the sense of the quaternions
are tested and "flipped" if appropriate.
III.1.2 File interfaces
a. Input file
The input file (TAPES) corresponds to the NASA JSC/TRW
Telemetry tape as documented in their ICD, specifically, OFT Ascent/Descent
Auxillary Data Products Program Input/Output Interface Control Document
79.6435.14-019 (revised October 1, 1979). This fil e is also defined in Ref. 3
as published by the La RC OEX Data Manager. As received from LaRC this
file contains six files ordered as VM50 for IMUs 1 through 3 and quaternions
from IMUs 1 through 3, respectively. This file is in a standard TIFT (2)
 format
with a header record written as the first record on each file. For input pur-
poses to PRETM, this multi-file file is reordered u!^;Ing system job control
(1)For STS-1 Orbiter Instrumentation data were received pr!or to the planned
interface T/M tape from JSC/TRW which required development of another
utility, PREOI, to provide an input file for PRETM. PREOI is conkidere%
auxillary software to the IMU data processing flow and a!^ such is not documented
herein.
(2) Time history Interface File Tape
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rlanguage (JCL) to provide quaternion, VM50 ordering for each of the IMUs.
Figure 14 shows sample JCL required to execute the software. Notation
thereon shows the file manipulation required to obtain the properly ordered
input file.
b. Output files
Apart from hard-copy printout two output files are generated.
The first file (TAPE9) is the necessary input file for PREIMU and consists
of eight (8) records per IMU. The first seven(7) records contain the IMU
identifier, the number of records (Ni ) for each measurement, and the corres-
ponding array of Ni times and measurements, viz:
Record
1 IMU, Nl , (tl (i), Ql (i), i = 1, Nl)
2 IMU, N2 , (t2 (i), Q2 (i), i = 1, N2)
3 IMU, N3 . (t3 (i), Q3 (i), i = 1, N3)
4 IMU, N4
 , (t 4()' Q4 (i ), i = 1, N4)
5 IMU, N 5 , (t5 (i), Vx (i), i = 1, N5)
6 IMU, N6 , (t6 (1), Vy(i), i = 1, N6)
7 IMU, N 7 , (t7 (1), Vz (i), i = 1, N7)
where IMU = 1, 2, or 3 and the N's and actual time arrays are, in
general, not identical due to editing.
The eighth record is simply the number, M , and corresponding time
array which would correspond to a contiguous time array for PREIMU to
fill in any missing (or edited) quaternion elements to complete the required
set of four, i. e. ,
Record
8	 M, (tref(t), i = 1 1 M)
Noted on Figure 14 is the JCL which saves this file on a physical reel
for PREIMU processing.
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A second output file (TAPE10) is written which summarizes the relevant
information in the generation of the PRF.IMU file. This file can be saved,
e.g., see Fig. 14, to provide quick review of the pre-processing results. A
partial listing of this summary file is presented as Figure 15 for IMM data
processing, i. e. , from the first two files on the T/M tape.
Written on the summary file are:
(1) a summary of the user inputs,
(2) headers as read from the input file (TAPES),
(3) the first ten(10) data records of each file,
(4) a summary of the file contents of TAPE9 which is generated for
PREIMU
and (5) the number of times the quaternions were "flipped" for differen-
tiability.
This information is reneated for each IMU.
III. 1.3 User Inputs
Inputs are accomplished via NAMELIST/INPT/. Variables and
default values are defined as follows:
NAME Type Dimension Description Units Default
TOLN real 1 criterion for orthonor- N/A .00001
mality test, i.e., ortho-
normal within input
tolerance
TOLQ real 1 tolerance for 1st differ- N/A 1.0
ence test on quat-,rnion
components
TOLV real 1 tolerance for 1st differ- fps 100.0
ence test on VM50 com-ponents
TSTART real 1 Start time for file seconds 0.0
generation (TAPE9) of DOY
TEND real 1 stop time for file seconds 1. E8
generation (TAPE9) of DOY
-34-
NAME




real	 1	 tolerance on V 0	 ft/sec	 1. E10
component mamde
test





and IMU number for
selected data rejection
DOY	 real	 1	 day of year extracted	 days	 0.
from times on input
file




Besides the previously mentioned output files,the software generates
an input data summary, defines the edit code utilized, and generates a complete
listing of all data within the specified time span (TSTART <t< TEND). The hard
copy printout is column-formatted to show time (referenced as seconds of the current
DOY), flag(4) , measured components (four(4) for quaternions, three(3) for
VM50), record counter, gap indication column, time spacing (At) between
successive points, 1st difference in respective components, and an edit column.
Figure 16 shows the edit keys as utilized internally and written in the appropri-
ate column. Gaps are denoted as ** in the gap column and the At column
provides immediate indication of the extent of the Dap. Information written to
the summary file (TAPE10) is also written as hardeopy output.
(3)This array can only be established after at least one initial pass through the
input data file. Points not otherwise rejected can then be isolated if required.
The index number corresponds to a ruining record counter (from 1 to NMAX)
which is referenced to the first paint on the input file, independent of TSTART
or TEND.
(4)This variable is constant for a given file and corresponds to the following:
1.0 VM50 measurements for IMU1
2.0 VM50 measurements for IMU2
3.0 VM50 measurements for IMU3
4.0 Quaternion measurements for IMU1
5.0 Quaternion measurements for IMU2
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1	 IQ I M- Ql (I-1)I> TOLQ or VM50x(1) - VM50X (I-1)1 > TOLV or
f VM50X(I)	 V) > TOL X
2	 ,Q2(I) - Q2 (1-1)^> TOLQ or VM50y(1) - VM50y(I-1)I > TOLV or
I VM50y(I)[ > TOLVX
3
	
Q3(I) - Q3 (I-1) I> TOLQ or 1 VM50Z (1) - VM50Z (I-1)I > TOLV or
IVM50Z (I)I > TOLVX
4	 I Q4(I) - Q4 (1-1) I > TOLQ
5	 11.0 -	 Q (I)2 > TOLNi
6	 Q1 (I)or VM50x(I) rejected by input in NDX array
7	 Q2ti) or VM50
Y 
(I) rejected by input in NDX array
8	 Q3 (1)or VM50 Z (1) rejected by input in NDX array
9	 Q4 (1)rejected by input in NDX array
blank	 No editing required
Fig re 16 Definition of PRET".i edit codes
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I11 .2 PREVEL
III. 2.1 Functional description
Attached as Appendix B is a source listing of PREVEL. PREVEL
generates velocity comparisons for the various IMUs. Generated are VM50
conr.-anent comparisons, total magnitude comparisons, mid-value selection
coir_putation-. and associrted comparisons, ensemble average computations and
comparison., and finally, though the results are not reported herein, dual IMU
averaging and comparisons. All such differences are written to a special TIFT
file for plotting purposes. A file of "pseudo" observations in a TIFT format is
also generate + be ased as input to CALMRT (see Section III. 4).
As indicated earlier, each component is nulled initially and this initial value
is extracted thereafter to yield changes in the V M50 data over the interval.
Some editing is done to eliminate blunder points.
111.2.2 File interfaces
a. Input file
The same JSC/TRW T/M formatted tape as discussed in Section
III. 1.2 is the required file for PREVEL. Only the first three(3) files are neces-
sary since they contain VM50 data for the respective IMUs . JCL to obtain these
data is shown in Figure 17. Each file is read as a separate input file, L e.,
TAPE8 (IMU1), fAPE9(IMU2), and TAPE10 (IMU3).
b. O., ut files
Two(2) output files are generated. The first file (TAPE12) is
a TIFT formatted file containing all the possible component and magnitude
differences, i. e. , a total of seventy-six (76) differences are written at each
time. This file is plotted using the LaRC QUIKPLT utility developed by
SDC. Perusal of the software listing in Appendix B for a precise definition
of all differences generated is recommended.
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A second output file, TAPE11, is generated. This file contains ! ti,r e
ordered file of "pseudo" observables for the CALIBRT utilit ,. P.-t.ertial
observables written are:
(1) measurements from each IMU
(2) dual, averages, i.e., average of IMUs 1 and 2, IMUs 1 and 3,
and IIvIUs 2 and 3,
(3) ensemble average components,
and (4) selected mid-value components.
As shown in Figure 17, this file is saved to a physical reel to be used
in the generation of preliminary calibration.
111.2.3 User inputs
A namelist input (NAMELIST/INPT/) is provided. Input variables zre
defined as follows:
NAME Type. Dimension Description Units Default
TTOL real 1 Time tolerance to assure seconds 0.1
all IMU date valid at same
time




DVTOL real 1 First difference re- fps 100.0
jection criterion for
bhmder point rejection
TSTART real 1 Start time for gener- seconds 0.0
ation of differences and
pseudo observation files
TEND real 1 Stop time for above file seconds 1. E8
generation
TEPOCH real 1. Epoch (reference) time seconds 0.0
desired, i. e., time




The most relevant outputs are the two files previously discussed, more
specifically, QUIKPLTS of the computed differences and, after CALIBRT
execution, estimates of preliminary instrument calibrations. Hardcopy out-
put generated is minimal. The first ten(10) time points are printed to show
IMU component measurements, dual averages, ensemble average, and in-
dication as to number of consecutive times each IMU component was selected
as the mid-value measurement. Additional output generated presents the
total number of records written (TSTART < t < TEND) and a summary of the
total number of times each IMU was selected as the mid-value by component.















COPYBR,TAPE80,IAPES.	 gets first three(3) files of








































ABSATT, the source for which is attached as Appendix C, generates
"absolute" attituue comparisons as suggested by the tri-redundant IMU measure-
ments. Equivalent Euler angles relating spacecraft to the inertial M50 system
are computed and differences are formed for plotting purposes. Comparisons
are also generated (by component) versus dual averages, ensemble averages,
and selected mid-value measurements. The Euler angles are computed for
each IMU using the reported quaternion data (derived from the platform to
outer roll gimbal resolver angles), the two fixed rotations which relate outer
roll to the Nav base and the latter to the body reference system, and finally,
the respective REFSMAT matrix which nominally orients each IMU with
respect to the M50 system. An ordered sequence (-z, -y, -x) is assumed.
111.3.2 File interfaces
a. Input file	 0a
The previously discussed JSC/TRW T/M tape provides the in-
put data for ABSATT. The last three files are obtained as TAPES, TAPE9,
and TAPE10 to read in the quaternion data from IMU1, IMU2, and IMU3,
respectively. Figure 18 depicts the necessary JCL to enable the proper input
file manipulation and execute ABSATT as well.
b. output file
Only a single output file, TAPE12, is generated. This file, in
standard TIFT format, contains all possible differences generated and serves







RE Fl	 Real	 (3,3)
REF2 Real (3,3)






NAMELIST/INPT/ permits minimal user control. Input variables are
defined as:
NAME	 Type Dimension	 Definition	 Units	 Default
TTOL	 Real	 1	 Time tolerance to as- 	 seconds	 .1
sure all IMU data valid
at same time.
Criterion for non- N/A
orthonormality detection
of quaternions and pos-
sible rejection
Start time for generation seconds
of differences
Stop time for above file seconds
generation
Epoch (reference) time seconds
desired, i.e., , time
treated as zero from
TEPOCH
Number of records N/A
printed to hardcopy
output
M50 to platform N/A
rotation matrix for
IMU1
As above except for N/A
IMU2
As above except for N/A
IMU3
Nav base to outer roll N/A
rotation matrix for
IMUl
As above except for N/A
IMU2
As above except for N/A
IMU3
















The most significant output of ABSATT are the QUIKPLTs which
display the various comparisons as Euler angle differences. Hardcopy output
is minimal and includes, for the first NP points, printout of the computed Euler
angles, averages, midvalues, and number of consecutive times each IAIU was
selected as the mid-value. A summary of the mid-value selection results, i.e.,
by Euler angle component for each IMU, is printed as are the difference sta-


































Obtains last three(3) files



































Figure 18 Sample JCL to execute ABSATT
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I11.4 CALIBRT
III. 4. 1 Functional description
Software CALIBRT (Appendix D) estimates preliminary IMU in-
str -iment parameters using the model as discussed in Section II. 4. Twelve(12)
parameters are estimated per IMU. The input file of "pseudo" observations is
that file (TAPE11) generated by PREVEL (see Figure 19 for sample JCL).
Calibrations computed are relative parameters since the selected observables
represent an arbitrary choice of IMU. Any particular IMU VM50data or cgmbinations
thereof (e.g., averages or mid-value selects) can serve as the source for
relative calibrations. Selected M50 data are rotated to each platform axis and
compared versus said platform actual measurements to derive the individual
platform calibrations. A least squares algorithm is employed.
M. 4.2 File interfaces
(a) Input file
The input file of observations is generated by PREVEL and
read into CALIBRT as TAPES. Contained thereon are time-ordered measure-
ments from each of the IMU's, dual and ensemble averages, and selected mid-
values. Each record is written as:
1	 2	 3	 4




z	 x	 z	 YIMU3	 1.2 y12 zime
	
12T
5	 6	 7	 AVG 1& 2 8
V ,V ,V	 V	 V	 V	 VV V	 V V	 V,
x13 y13 z 13	 x23 y23 z23	 x y	 z	 xM yM z 
AVG. 1& 3	 1 VG. 2& 3	 ENSEMBLE	 MID-VALUES
AVG
Any of the eight(8) triplets cw.i be selected by user input for processing.
(b) Output files
Three(3) output files are generated. TAPE9 contains the first
pass residuals. The final residuals, based on applying the determined
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calibrations, are written as TAPE10. Both are written in TIFT format to
utilize QUIKPLT. The third file, TAPE11, contains information for an auxil-
iary solve routine. ESOLVE, which is not documented as yet. This file con-
tains the 36 x 36 normal matrix E A iTA, , assembled from the vectors of
partials of the observables with respect to the solution parameters as well as
the right-hand-side vector, E AiTAyi , where the Ay  are the observational
residuals.
M. 4.3 User inputs
A namelist input is incorporated. Input parameters for NAMELIST/
!NPT/ are:
NAME ?We Dimension Description Units Defa,..t
REF1 Real 3,3 IMU1 REFSMAT N/A NONE
REF2 Real 3,3 IMU2 REFSMAT N/A NONE
REFS Real 3,3 IMU3 REFSMAT N/A NONE
JCHOO5E Integer 1 Index to select desired N/A NONE
set of triplets as obser-
vables, (1,2,...8)
TSTART Real 1 Start time seconds 0.
TEND Real 1 Stop time seconds 1. E8
PP Real 36 Initial parameter See aet to
estimates NOTE norninals:




NOTE: Units must correspond to model as described in
Set n II. 4 - Scale factors unitless, misalignment
angles and drifts in rad/sec, and accelerometer
biases in ft/sec2.
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PP array	 Model parameter
The correspondence between the parameters in the PP array and the











































































M. 4. 4 Outputs
Output generated includes:
(1) a summary of the initial parameter estimates
(2) total sum of squares, root mean square, and individual statistics
(µ , 0) for each of the expanded nine observables based on the initial
parameter values;
(3) (A T  A) -1;
(4) updates to the stimates of the instrument parameters;
(5) predicted total sum of 	 and predicted RMSQ;
(6) covariance: (A TW A ) in normalized form to show correlations;














LABEL ,TAPE80,NT .D=F'E.F=I .F'O=R,R,
C0F'YEI.TAF'E80.TAfE8.	 Obtain file of observables as
REWIND.TAF'E80.TAF'E8.




















REF 1 7 -.,'Y-661.':',-.44474863,.416996"3,-.5;'i19;90..7.' -1682<1.









Figure 19 S-imple JCL to execute CAUBRT
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APPENDIX A








C FIRT LEVEL S/W FOR AMA.INC. TO REFORMAT JSC T/M DATA
C	 INPUT FILE (TAPEB)FROM SDC/LARC IN TIF'T FORMAT
C TAPES REORDERED WITH JCL AS O,V FROM IMUS 1.2,3.RESPECTIVELY
C	 TAPEB CREATED FROM JSC UNIVAC TAPE RE JSC/TRW ICU
C	 TAPES IS REFORMATTED OUTPUT FILE FOR PRFIMU





































































































































































1000 FORMAT(1H1,120."?S = "IM OX,"NWDS = "I4)
1001 FORMAT(T20,"ALPA = "8A10)
1002 FORMAT(T20,"UNIT = "8A10)
1003 FORMAT(T20,"HEAD = "10A10)




















DATA XLAB/8HQ(1), N = ,8HQ(2), N=,"oHQ(3). N = .8HQ(4), N=,
+8HVELX, N = ,8HYELY, N = ,BHVELZ, N=/
DATA YLAB/6HIMU(1),6HIMU(2).6HIMU(3)/
WRITE(6,4000)
4000 FORMAT(1H1,///T20."PRETM PREPROCESSES JSC/TRW T/M TAPE AND PERFORM
*S SOME EDITTING"//)
WRITE(6.4001)




4003 IORMAT(T25."SIX(6) FILES IF ALL THREE IMU S ARE AVAILABLE")
WRITE(6,4002)
4002 FORMAIO20,"TAPE9 IS REFORMATTED INPUT TAPE FOR PREIMU.THREE FILES
",/125,"IF ALL THREE IMU MEASUREMENTS ARE BEING PROCESSED")
WRITE(6,4004)
4004 FORMAT(//T35,"EDIT KEYS ARE AS FOLLOWS"/,
*T20,"1",T40,"1ST COMPONENT (0(1) OR VZ) EXCEEDS TOLERANCE" !,
*T20,"2",T40,"2NIi COMPONENT (0(2) OR VY) EXCEEDS TOLERANCE"/,
*T20,"3",T40,"3RD COMPONENT (0(3) OR VZ) EXCEEDS TOLERANCE"/,
*T20,"4",T40,"4TH COMPONENT (0(4)) EXCEEDS TOLERANCE"/,
*T20,"5",T40,"QUATERNIONS ARE NOT ORTHOGONAL"/,
FT20,"6".T40."1ST COMPONENT (0(1) OR VX) REJECTED BY INF'Uf"/,
*T20,"7",T40."2ND COMPONENT (0(2) OR VY) REJECTED BY INPUT"/,
*T20. 11 8 11 ,T40,"3RD COMPONENT (0(3) OR VZ) REJECTED BY INPUT"/,
4120,"9",T40."4TH COMPONENT (0(4)) REJECTED BY INPUT"/)
WRITE(6,4005)
4005 FORMAT(T35."NAMELISI INPUTS IDENTIFIED TO DATE ARE:"/)
WRITE(6,4006)
4006 FORMAT(T20."TOLE",T40,"TIME TOLERANCE FOR GAF' DETERMINATION"/.
4T20,"TOLV",140,"1ST 111FF VELOCITY TOLERANCE TO DETECT BAD DATA"/,
fT20."TOLVX",T40."TOTAL VELOCITY TOLERANCE" TO DETECT BAD DATA"/.
4120,"TULQ".140."1ST IiIFF QUATERNION TOLERANCE TO DETECT BAD DATA"/
*.T20."TOLN".T40. 11 ORTHOGONALITY TOLERANCE"/,
=T20,"TSTART".T40."START TIME FOR FILE WRITE FOR PREIMU"/.
*T20,"TEND",T40."FINAL TIME FOR FILE WRITE FOR PREIMU"/.
4120,"NIiX",T40,"ARRAY OF INTEGERS TO REJECT DATA ON INPUT"/,
+T42,"ANY NDX(J,MEASUREMENT,IMU)=N REJECTS DATA"/,
*T42."WHEREE J IS INPUT EQUAL TO INDEX ON INPUT FILE(TAPE 8)"/,
+T49."MEASUREMENT IS 1-1 FOR Q(1)-VZ.RESPECTIVELY"/.
*T49."IMU IS EITHER 1.2 OR 3 FOR THE DESIRED IMU")
WRITE(6,5000)
WRITE(10,5000)
5000 FORMAT(1H1.T40."-------INPUT I1A1A SUMMARY-------"//)
WRITE(6.5001)TSTART.TEND
WRITE(10,5001)TSTART.TEND




5002 FORMAT(/T43."INPUT EDIT TOLERANCES ARE-"/.





6001 FORMAT(T20,"DAY OF YEAR EXTRACTED FROM TIME ="F8.2," TIME BIAS ADD
*ED = "710.4/)












































C--------------------- WRITE PREIMU FILE SUMMARIES ---------------- --
WRITE(6,3000)IS
WRITE(10,3000)iS
3000 FORMAT(1H1///////.f20,"FILE HAS BEEN
WRITE(6,3001)N1,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7.MM
WRITE(10,3001)N1,N2,N3,N4.N5,N6,N;',MM
3001 FORMAT(T20,"THERE ARE "I6." POINTS IN
T20,"THERE ARE "I6," POINTS IN
WRITTEN FOR IMU M",I2//)
Q(1) ARRAY"/,
Q(2) ARRAY"/,
T20,"THERE ARE "I6," POINTS IN 0(3) ARRAY"/,
T20,"THERE ARE "I6," POINIS IN Q(4) ARRAY"/.
A-6
120,"IHERE ARE "I6," PUINib
# 120 
.
."THERE ARE "I6," POINIS
120 "THERE ARE "I6." POINTS























3010 FORMAT(//T20,"QUATERNIONS FLIPPED ",I6," TIMES BASED ON SIGN 0(1)
*"l,T20,"QUATERNIONS FLIP'P'ED ".I6," TIMES BASED ON 2ND TEST")
3002 FORMAT( T20."Q(1) ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4," TO "F1-^.4." SECONDS")
3003 FORMAT (T20."Q(2) ARRAY GOES FROM "F15. It. " TO "F15.4," SECUNDS")
3004 FORMAT( T20,"Q(3) ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4," TO "F15.4." SECONDS")
3005 FORMAT020."0(4) ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4." TO "F15.4," SECONDS"/)
3006 FORMAT(T20."VX ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4," TO "F15.4," SECONDS")
3007 FORMAT(T20."VY ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4," TO "F15.4," SLCONUS")
3008 FORMAT(T20,"VZ ARRAY GOES FROM "F15.4," TU "F15.4." SECONIiS")
3009 FORMAT(T20,"REFERENCE TIME ARRAY FOR QUATERNIONS IS BLTWEL-N".

















Software Listing of PREVEL
PROGRAM PREVEL( INPUT ,OUTPUT .TAFES=INPUT,IAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE8,
.TAPE9,TAFEl0.TAPEII.TAPE12)
PREPROCESSOR FOR FUTURE S/W THAT WILL DETERMINE CALIBRATION
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE VARIOUS IMU-S
INPUT FOR THIS PROGRAM IS JSC T/M DATA.
TAPE8 CONTAINS VELOCITIES IN M50 COMPONENTS FOR IMu 01;
IAPE9, FOR IMU p 2; 1APE10, FOR IMU p 3.	 (THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED
THROUGH Jri.)
AN OBSERVABLES FILE IS CREATED(TAPE11) WHICH WILL BE USED AS
INPUT FOR IMU CALIBRATION. THIS FILE CONTAINS
RECORDS OF 25 WORDS EACH. WHICH INCLUDE THE VELOCITIES IN
M50 COMPONENTS FOR EACH IMU AND VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF THESE
VELOCITIES.
DIFFERENCES ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE12 FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES



































. JHSFI ..'06HF T SEC/
DA IA HEADER/IOHIMU VS. IM.9HU VS. IMU,64Ili i
DATA NUWDS/2^/
DAIA UNIS;3HSEC.24i6HF1/SEC/



























L --------- WRITE HEADER FOR DIFFERENCE TAPE (TIF FORMAT) --------

























C ------- SELECT DATA INTERVAL --------------------------------- - ---------------
IF(DAT(1.1).LT.TSTART) 60 TO 1
IF(DAT(i.t).GT.TEND) GO TO 1









--------------INSURE TIME DIFFERENCES FOR EACH INTERVAL FOR EACH
C --------- IMU ARE WITHIN SPECIFIED TOLERANCE.TTOL --------------------
C
9 CONTINUE
DIFF12 = DAT(1.1) - DAT(1.2)
DIFF13 = DAT(1.1) - DAT(1.3)
DIFF23 = DAT(1,2) - IiAT(1.3)
COMBACK = .TRUE.
IF(ABS(DIFF12).LE.TTOL) GO TO 10
IF(DIFFI2.6T.0.) GD TO 2
GO TO 1
10 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(DIFF13).LE.TTOL) GO TO 11
IF(DIFF13.G1.0.) GO TO 3
GO 10 1
11 CONTINUL
IF(ABS(DIFF23).LE.TTOL) GO TO 12









IF(ABS(DAT(J.I)).GT.VTOL) GO TO 1
15 CONTINUE
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + i
C
C--------SAVE INITIAL VELOCITIY COMPONENTS WHICH WILL BE SUBTRACTED FROM





-- _ -----ALSO LHELK DELTA V S TO )LE IF IHEY EXLEED- - - - - - - - - - -
L








DO 45 J - 1 . 3
VDIFF(J.I) = DAT(J+2,I) - DSr.V%J.l)
DSAV(J.I) = DAT(J+2.1)
IF (ABS(VDIFF(J.I)).GT.DVTOL) GO TO 43
GO TO 44
43	 NCOUNT = NCOUNT - 1
00 TO
44	 CONTINUE
1 1 AT(J42.I) = DAT(J+2.I) - FIRST(J.I)
45 C0NTIIQE
L
L	 - ----FORM,	 AR1IH.AVEkAGES FOR	 ALL
	
POSSIBLE
	 PAIRS	 OF	 IMU
L-	 - -	 --LOMPON"N15 ANU	 AVERAGE
	
FUR	 ALL	 3	 IMU "S------------------
C--(SUN5LRIF'T	 1	 WILL BE	 RESPECTIVELY	 X.	 T.	 OR	 Z	 COMPONENT) ---------
i^0
	 30	 I=1.3
J	 =	 I	 +	 2
DA1(1.1)	 = DAT(1.I)	 -	 TEPOCH
V12AVG'I)
	 _ (DAl(J.1)	 +	 DAT(J.2))/2.
V13AVG(I)	 _ (DAT(J,1)	 +	 DAT(J,3))/2.
V23AVG(I)	 _ (DAT(J.2)	 +	 DAT(J.3))/2.
VTOTAVG(I) _	 (DA1(J.1)	 +	 IiAI(J.2)	 +	 DAT(J.3))/3.
C
C - - - - - -FIND	 MI11VALUE OF	 ALL	 3	 IMU	 COMPONENTS---------------------•-
IF(DA1iJ.li.EU.DA1(J, ?))	 GO	 TO	 32
IF	 (1 1 A1 (	 1, i	 '.EO.DA1 (J.3) )	 GO	 10	 32
IFiIiAIiJ._- ).EQ.DAI(J.3)) GO	 TO	 34
G0	 TO	 17
32 F;	 =	 1
GO	 10	 18
34 K	 =	 2
GO	 TO	 18
17 CONTINUE
XMIN	 =	 AMIN1 (DAI(J,1).DAT(J.2).DAT(J.3))
X M A X	 =	 AMAX1 (DAT(J.1),DAI(J,2),DAI(J.3))
DO	 16	 L=1.3
K	 =	 L
IF	 ((DAT( J,L).NE.XM1N).AND.(DAT(J,L).NE.XMAX))	 GO	 TO	 18
16 CONTINUE
18 MIDVALU(I) =	 DAT(J.K)





K F I R EV(I) = KK(I)
30 CONTINUE
KLUUNIII) = 0
KCOUNT(I) = KCOUNI(I) + 1
C
C
C ----------COMPUTE MAGNITUDES OF ALL 3-VECTOR OBSERVABLES
C
VMAG1 = S0RT(DAT(3,1)*42 + DAT(4.1)*42 + DAT(5.1)**2)
VMAG2 = SQRT(DAT(3.2)**2 4 DAT(4,2) # *2 + DAT(5.2)4*2)
VMAG3 = SURTIDA1(3.3)**2 4 DAT(4.3)4*2 + DAT(5,3)4*2)
VMAVU12 = SGRT(V12AVG(1)**2 4 V12AV;(2) 44 2 + V12AVG(3)+42)
VMAVGI3 = SGRT(V13AVG(1)*42 + Vi3AVG(2) 4 ' 4 2 + V13AVG(3)412)
VMAVG23	 SURT(V23AVG(1)**2 4 V23AVG(2)4+2 4 V23AVG(3)**2)
VMIUTAV = SQRT(VTOTAVG(1) * 4 2 + VTUTAVG(2) 4 +2 + VTOTAVG(3)4 ► 2)
VMMIDVA = S0kT(MIIP VALU(1) 4 42 + MIDVALU(2) 4 *2 + MITiVALU(3) 142)
C
C -------- JRITE FIRST 10 OR SO RECORDS ON10 OUTPUT FILE TO CHECK
L ----------- VALIDITY OF CODE --------------- ------------------------
C
















C -------- FORM DIFFERENCES FOR t'LOTTING-- -------- 	 -- --
C
iiU 4 ' I = 1 .3




kES1D(I) = DAT1 - DAT2
RESiU(1 4 3) = DAll - UA13
RESID(1+6) = DAT1 - V23AVG(I)
kESID(I+9) = DAT1 - VTOTAVG(I)
RES "-(1+12) = DAT1 - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+15) = DAT2 - DA73
RESIti (1+18) = DAl2 - V13AVG(1)
RESID(I{21) = DAT2 - VTOTAVG(I)
RESID(1+24) = DAT2 - MIDV LU(I)
B-5
RESID(I+211 ) = DA13 - V12AVG(I)
RESID(I+30) = DAT3 - UIOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+33) = DA13 - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+36) = V12AVG(I) - VTOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+39) = V12AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+42) = V13AVG(I) - VTOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+45) = V13AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
RFSID(I+48) = V23AVG(I) - VTOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+51) = V23AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
RESIP1+54) = VTOTAVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
47 CONTINUE
RESID(58) = VMAGI - VMAG2
RESID(59) = VMAG1 - VMA63
RESID(60) = VMAGI - VMAVG23
RESID(61) = VMAGI - VMTOTAV
RESID(62) = VMAGI - VMMIDVA
RESID(63) = VMAG2 - VMAG3
RESIII(c4) = VMAG2 - VMAVGI3
RESID(65) = VMAG2 - V^iTOTAV
RESID(66) = VMAG2 - VMMIDVA
RESID(67) = VMA63 - VMAVGI2
RESID(68) = VMAG3 - VMTOTAV
RESID(69) = VMAG3 - VMMIIiVA
RESID(70) = VMAVP 2 - VMTOTAV
RESID(71) = VMAV0I2 - VMMIDVA
RESID(72) = VMAVGI3 - VMTOTAV
RESID(73) = VMAVGI3 - VMMIDVA
RESID(74) = VMAV G23 - VMTOTAV
R '_.TD(75) = VMA'-' :'3 - VMMIDVA
RESID(76) = V,t6'aV - VMMIDVA
WRITE(12) DA';::.t).(RESID(I),I=1.?6)
C------COMPUTATIONS NEEDED FOR MEAN AND STD.DEVIAIION ------------
DO 90 I=1.76
TCTAL(I; = TGTAL(I) + RESID(I)





C------COMPUTE MEAN AND STD.DEVIATION FOR EACH DIFFERENCE--------
DO 110 I=1.76
MEAN(I) = TOTAL(I)/NCOUNT

















1040 FORMAT (IHI/T4.M I ME" ,T18,"TITLE"" 37,"VX",T54,"VY",T71."VZ")






1092 FORM AT (15X, "Ml DVALUE".3X,137,14."(".I4,")",T54,I4,"(",I4,")'',
.T71.°4."(".I4.""" )
1094 FORt' 1(T39."(NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS iS NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE TIMES
TH15 IMU HAS BEEN SELECTED)")
1095 FORMAT(1H1."TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS WRITTEN =".I8)




2040 FORMAT (IH1."N = ".I 4:'/T 18."DIFFERENCE".T37. "MEAN ".T54.
."STD DEVIATION")














Software Listing of ABSATT
PROGRAM ABSATT(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTF'UT,TAPE8,
.TAPE9,TAPEI0,TAPE12)
C	 INPUT FOR THIS PROGRAM IS JSC T/M DATA.
C	 TAPE8 CONTAINS QUATERNIONS IN M50 COMPONENTS FOR IMU #1;
C	 TAPE9, FOR IMU 02; TAPE10, FOR IMU #3. 	 (THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED
C	 THROUGH JCL.)
C PLATFORM TO BODY QUATERNIONS (EULER ANGLES) ARE CREATED.
C A PLOT FILE IS CnEATED(TAPE12 --- TIF FORMAT) WHICH CONTAINS









































DATA IF LAG/ 1/.00O/3*0./.LL/9*0/








A2PI = 2. tF'I









































C-------SELECT DATA INTERVAL --------------------------------------------------
IF(DAT(1,1).LT.TSTART) GO TO 1
1F(IiAT(1,1).GT.TEND) GO TO 1









C --------------- INSURE TIME DIFFERENCES FOR EACH INTERVAL FOR EACH
C --------- IMU ARE WITHIN SPECIFIED TOLERANCE.TTOL -------------------
C
9 CONTINUE
111FF12 = D'AT(1,1) - DAT(1.2)
DIFF13 = DAT(1,1) - DAT(113)
DIFF23 = DAT(1 1 2) - DAT(1,3)
COMBACK = .TRUE.
IF(ABS(DIFF12).LE.TTOL) GO TO 10
IF(DIFFI2.GT.0.) GO TO 2
GO TO 1
10 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(DIFF13).LE.TTOL) GO TO 11
IF(DIFFI3.GT.0.) GO TO 3
GO TO 1
11 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(DIFF23).LE.TTOL) GO TO 12





C --------- TEST FOR ORTHOGONALITY REJECTICN--------------------------
C
DO 14 I=1 ,3
QNORM = SQRT(DAT(3.I)**2 + DAT(4,I)*42 + DAT(5,I)**2
.+ DAT(6.I)**2)
QTST = 1.0 - QNORM
IF (ABS(OTST).GT.TOLN) GO TO 1
14 CONTINUE
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1
DO 13 I=1.3
C
C *** OBTAIN THE M50 TO PLATFORM (CONSTANT) ROTATION MATRIX
C *** FOR THIS IMU.
C-3
CALL GEIMAT(I)
UBIAIN THE OUTER NOLL 10 BOUT (CONSTANT) ROTATION MATRIX R01D
CALL ROT(ROTB)




C *:x* COMPUTE THE PLATFORM TO BODY ROTATION MATRIX
DO 80 ,=1.3










C *t* EXTRACI THE PLATFORM TO BODY EULER ANGLES AND SPORE IN QV(1-3,I)
QV(4.1) = ATAN2( -IF LAG* RM50TOB(N3,N2), JFLAG+RM50TOB(3,3))
AbV=ABS(QCO(I)-QV(4,I))
IF(ABV.GT.AHF'I.ANIi.ABV.LT.A3HPI)IFLAG=-IFLAG





C *** INSURE CONTINUITY OF THE EULER ANGLES THROUGH 360 DEGREES














C---------FORM ARITH.AVERAGES FOR ALL POSSIBLE PAIRS OF IMU













L BE RESPECfIVELY X. Y. OR 1 LUMFUNLN1)
DAT(l,I) - TEPOCH
• (DAT(J,1) + DAT(J,2))/2.
• (DAT(J.1) + DA1(J.3))/2.
• (DAT(J.2) + DAT(J.3))/2.
(DAT(J,1) + DAT(J,2) + DAT(J,3))/3.
C
C - - - - - - FIND MIDVALUE OF ALL 3 IMU COMPONENTS -----------------------
IF(DAT(J,1).EO.DAT(J,2)) GO TO 32
IF(DAT(J,1).EO.DAT(J,3)) GO TO 32
IF(DAT(J.2).EO.DAT(J.3)) GO TO 34
GO TO 1?
32	 K = 1
GO 10 18





I 1 0 16 L=1.3
K = L
IF ((DAT(J,L).NE.XMIN).AND.(DAT(J,L).NE.XMAX)) GO TO 18
16	 CONTINUE
18	 MIDVALU(I) = DAT(J.K)
ICOUNT(I,K) = ICOUNT(I.K) + 1
KK(I) = K
IF(Kt((I).NE.t(PREV(I)) KCOUNT(I) = 0






C --------------- WRITE RECORDS----------------------------------------
C--------WRITE FIRST NR RECORDS ONTO OUTPUT FILE TO CHECK
C ----------- VALIDITY OF CODE----------------------------------------
C













C--	 - FORM DIFFERENCES FOR PLOfT1NU- - 	 -	 -
L
DD 47 I=1,3




RESID(I) = DAT1 - DAT2
RESID(I+3) = DAT1 - DAT3
RESID(1+6) = DAT1 - E23AVG(I)
RESID(I+9) = DAT1 - ETOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+12) = DAT1 - MIDVALU(I)
REST'.i(I+15) = DAT2 - DAT3
RESID(I+18) = DAT2 - E13AVG(I)
RESID(1+21) = DAT2 - ETOTAVG(I)
RESID(1+24) = DAT2 - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(1+27) = DAT3 - E12AVG(I)
RESID(1+30) = DAT3 - ETOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+33) = IiAT3 - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+36) = E12AVG(I) - ETOTAVG(I)
RES1D(I+39) = E12AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+42) = E13AVG(I) - ETOlAVG(I)
RESID(I+45) = E13AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)
RESID(I+48) = E23AVG(I) - ETOTAVG(I)
RESID(I+J1	 = E23AVG(I) - MIDVALU(I)




TOTAL(I) = TOTAL(I) + RESID(I)





C-----COMPUTE MEAN AND STD.DEVIATION FOR EACH DIFFERENCE------------
C
X = FLDAT(NCOUNT)
XM1 = FLOAT(NCOUNT - 1)
DO 110 I=1.NRES
MEAN(I) = TOTAL(I)/X
























1094 FORMAT(T39,"(NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS IS NUMBER OF CO. I SECUTIVE LIMES
. THIS IMU HAS BEEN SELECTED)")
1095 FORMAI(1ii1."TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS WRITTEN =",I8)
2000 Fr I,m AT( 1HO."IMUN".I1." CHOSEN AS MIP^)A1_UE FOLLOWING #TIMES:")
2010 FOkMAT(1H .T'0."X—DIRECTION".14J.Ii)
2020 FORMAT(1H .T30."Y—DIRECTION".T45.I4,
2030 FORMAT(1H .T30."Z — DIRECf ION" .T45.I4)
2040 FORMAT( iH1."N =".I4//Tl8."DIFFERENCE".T37."MEAN".T54.
"STI, DEVIATION")
















































































C	 A = OUTPUT OUTEP BULL 10 BODY ROTATION iof1R1X
L +++	 RNBTB = NAV BASE 10 BODY ROTATION MATRIX (F'All—LUALI)
L +++ RNBTOR = NAV BASE TO OUTER ROLL ROTATION MA^RIX (DITFERENI
L
	










L ► a* O = INPUT OUATERNION










PS = F'2 0(3)
P6=F4RO(1)
A ( 1 .2) =F'S—F'6
A(2,1)=F'5+P6
P5=P2+0(4)














PROGRAM LALIBRT (INPUT .OL' [PUT .TAF ' F_`- INPUT .IAPL6 4UIPUT,TAl-E8.
.IAPE9.f APE 10, TAPE 11)
C	 S,'U fO DETERMINE CALIBRATION PARAMETERS (E.G..SLAI.E hICIORS.
C	 BIASES.MISALIGNMENTS) FOR THE VARIOUS IM(I S UTILIZING A
C	 LEAST-SQUARES PATCH FILTER,
C	 AN OBSERVABLES FILE(TAPES) IS INPUT.	 IT IS A TIfI2-ORDERED
C	 FILE OF VM50 DATA FROM EACH IMU AS WELL AS POSSIPLL
C	 AVERAGE AND MIDVALUE SELECT MEASUREMENTS.
C	 RESIDUALS(OBSERVABLES MINUS COMPUTED VALUES) ARE UI-ITTEN TO
C	 TAPE9(BEFORE THE FIRST ITERATION) AND 1A1-'E10(AFT1RUAI:DS).
L	 THE QUIKPLT ROUTINE 1S UTILIZED FOR sLOITING.













DATA HEADERB / 10HOBSERVABLL.IOH - COMI 'UTE,101iI I ( PEF0nF_ C.
.10HALIBRAlION.1H).341H i
DATA HEADERA/10HOBSERVABLE,I0H - COMFUTE.1OHl l (AFTEk CA.
.I0HLIBRA7I0N;.4.1H /




















DATA LABC/5HCOL 1,5HCOL 2,5HCOL 3,511COL 4,5HCOL 5,5HCOL 6,
.5HCOL 7,5HCOL 8,5HCOL 9.6HCOL 10.611COL 11,614COL 12.614COL 13.
.6HCOL 14,6HCOL 15,6HCOL 16,6HCOL 17,6HCOL 18,6HCOL 19,
.6HCOL 20,6HCOL 21,6HCOL 22.bIiCOL 23,6HCOL 24,6HCOL 25,
.6HCOL 26,6HCOL 217 .6HCOL -13.6HCOL 29.611COL 30,6HCOL 31.































PP(I) = PP H) + DPP(I)
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(6.1050) (XT.TLE(I),F'P(I).SAI'EXT(I),I=I.NTOTX)













1F(EOF(B).NE.0) GO TO 500
C++ SELECT DATA INTERVAL
IF(TIME.I_T.TSTART) GO TO 40
1F(TIME.GT.TEND) GO TO 500
1F(E0F(2).NE.0) GO TO 500
NL UNT = NCOUNT +
IF(NCOUNT.E0.1) TINIT = TIME
TAU = TIME - TINIT
C +++ FIC(; A DESIRED SET OF 1150 DATA
ICHOOSE = IPICK(JCHOOSE)
DO 50 J=1.3




C +++ ROTATE :ELECTED 1150 SET TO RESPECTIVE PLATFORM USING hEF1.^ C?^ 3
C
I10 60 7 = 1 .3
OBSiI) = OBS(1+3)	 ObS ( 1 +6) = 0.
w(I) = W(I+3) = W(I +6) = 0.
11  60 J=i.3
OBS(I) = ObS(I) + REF1(I,J)*OP'oDM5'J(J)
W(I) = U( 1) + RE1-1(I,J)FOBSIN(J)
OBS(I+3) = OBS(I+3) + REF2(I,J):;OB5ifii50(J)
W(I+3) = Q(I+3) + REF2(I.J)+OBSIN!J+3)
OBS(I+6) = OBS(I+6) L ltlrF3(I,J)*OBSDM50(J)
W(I+6) = U(I+6) + REF3(I.J)*OBSIN(J+6)
60 CONTINUE
C
C +++ FORM COMPUTED OBSERVABLES
C





A(1.2) _ -(F'F'(2) + F'P(;j)^TAU)
A(1.3i = PP(4) + PP(5)*TA!I
A(2,3) _ -(PP(B) + PP(9)*TAU)
A(3,1) _ -A(1 4)
A(3,2) _ -A(2.3)
A(3.3) = Pt %' 11 )
A(4,4) = PP(13)
A(4.5) = -(PP(14) + FF'(15) TAU)





A(5.6, =	 (PP(20) I	 I' TAU)
t	 At6,4) =	 --A(4,6)
A(6.5) =	 -A(5.6)
E	 A(6.6) =	 PP(23)
A(7.7) =	 F'P(25)
A(7.8) =	 -(F' p (26) +	 PP(27)*TAU)
Ai?.9) =	 F'P(28)
	 + F'P(29)	 TAU
-A(7.8)
A(3.8) _	 P p	 31

















TEMP = TEMP + A(I.h)*W(h)
80	 CONTINUE
COMPOBS(I) = TEMP + B(I)*TAU
DY(I) = OBS(I) - COlPOBS(I)
90 CONTINUE
IF(ICOUNT.E0.0) WRITE(?) TIME.(I^YtI),I = 1 .9)
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.l) WRITC(10) TIME.(IlY(1),I=1.9)
DO 100 1=1.9
TOTAL(I) = TOTAL(1) + DY(D
SSO(I) = SSU(I) + DY(I)*4
100 CONTINUE
C






















F'(1.6)	 =	 F'(2.10)	 = P(3,12)	 =	 TAU
F	 4.)3)	 =	 P(5,14)	 = W(4)
F'(6,16)	 _	 -W(4)
F'(5.15)	 =	 TAU +W(4)
Pi,4.14)	 =	 -W(5)
P(5.19)	 =	 P(6.20)	 = U(5)
P(4.15)	 =	 -TAU*U(5)
P(6,21)	 =	 -F'(4.15)




P(4.18)	 =	 P(5.21 2)	 = F(6.24)	 =	 TAU





P(9.2 y` )	 _	 -F'(0.2	 )
P(3,31)	 =	 F(9,32)	 = W(8)
F	 '1'7 )	 =	 TAU+W(8)
F(9.33)
	 _	 -Pt7. ")
P(7,28)	 =	 P(9.35)	 = W(9)
F'(8.32)	 _	 -W(9)
P(11 .29)	 =	 TAU*W(9)
P(8.33)	 =
H 7 ,30)	 =	 F(8,34)	 = F'(9,36)	 =	 TAU
C
























SIGMA(I) = SQRT((SSG(I) - MEAN(I)*fOTAL(I))/(NCOUNT - 1))
1SSG = TSSQ+ SSQ(1)
135 CONTINUE
RMSO = SGRT(TSSQ/(9. ► N000NT))











































WN'IIE(6.10z0) (AfI ILL ^I),LlFhi),I=1.NIUIX
C ► ++ COMPUTE PREDICTEI: SSO.RMSQ FOR ('OMI-'AFISON
C
IF (ICOUNT,NE.0) GO TO 177
TEMP = 0.
DO 17" I=1,NTOTX
TEMP = TEMP + SPTY(I)*DF'P(I)
175 CONTINUE




















IF(ICOUNT.GE .1) GO TO 200




1000 FORMAT(11-11." 1HE SUM OF [PTP] TIMES ITS INVERSE IS",E12.5)
1010 FORMAT(11-10."THE DETERMINANT OF CSPTPI =".E12.5)
1020 FORMAT(1H1.5X."PARAMETER",13X,"IiELTA F'F"'//(9X,A10.E:0.12))
1030 FORMAT(11-11.5X,"TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES =",E20.12//
.SX,"RMSU =%E20.1211)
























SF'TP(I.J) = SPTF'(I.J) + PTF'(I.J)
10	 CONTINUE
SPTY(I) = EPTY(i) + PTY(I)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
EOI ENCOUNTERED.
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